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Note:  This question paper contains two parts A and B. 

Part A is compulsory which carries 25 marks. Answer all questions in Part A.   
Part B consists of questions from all 5 Units. Answer any one full question from 
each unit.  Each question carries 10 marks and may have a, b, c as sub questions. 

 
     Part- A                                       (25 Marks) 
 
1.a) Choose the right alternative:              [2m]                                
 i) There is some sign of danger.  Please sign the letter. The underlined words in                                
 these sentences are called...            (    )   
 a) Homonyms     b) Homographs       c) Homophones  d) Photocells 
 ii) Words like newsletter, classmate, blacksmith…etc., are called-------nouns. (    )                          
 a) compound     b) complex     c) abstract   d) proper  
    
   b) Correct the mistakes, if any, and rewrite the following sentences.           [3m]                                 
 i) Johnson is going to church every Sunday. 
 ii) The students are awaiting on the result. 
 iii) The teacher told us to read carefully the questions. 
    
   c) Choose the right alternative:                         [2m]                                 
 i) Joshi is ____________ Tendulkar in his batting style.       (    ) 
 a) the        b)  a             c) an           d)  no article 
 ii) The precise composition varies __________ place to place.      (    ) 
 a) on         b) across      c) with       d) from 
 
   d) Choose the meaning of the underlined word.                                                     [3m]                                
 i) Saint Paul renounced all worldly pleasures.         (    ) 
 a) enjoyed b) gave up c) renewed d) made public 
 ii) Gopi is a chronic asthma patient.           (    )
 a) lasting for a long time  b) growing with time 
 c) sick     d) dangerous  
 iii) There was a comprehensive inspection of Nuclear Plant.         (    ) 

a) narrative  b) shortened  c) brief  d) detailed 
    
   e)  Choose the appropriate verb forms:          [2m]                                
 i) Write three paragraphs in the way ___________ below.          (    )  
 a) describing            b) described         c) being described        d) is being described   
 ii) The power needs of larger industries _______ by alternative energy units.  (    )   
 a) might be met        b) can be met       c) will meet                  d) shall meet 
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